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We are Tricentis.
The global leader in Continuous Test Automation

Installed base
world-wide

Named leader in industry 
analyst vendor ratings

Tricentis test
automation engineers

Strategic Alliances & Partnerships

200,000+
certified

2,400+
customers



The next era of test automation
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Script-based test automation (commercial, open-source)

Model/module-based, low-code test automation

AI-powered automation

1970-1990’s 2010+ 2020+

Apps & technologies
Use cases

Test management and orchestration will 
become increasingly important for both 
cloud-native and enterprise app platforms!

more
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less
technical

narrow

broad

User 
personas















Testing was… not so fun
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Automation is fragile Automation is too 
technical

We don’t know what is 
most important

Key challenges of UI automation

Something new is required…
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Can we make our tests just as 
adaptable as our users?

Why aren’t our users 
having problems keeping 
up with our app changes?



Maybe the problem is the technology…



Maybe the problem is the technology…
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Introducing Vision AI 
Next-generation, AI-powered test automation

Automation that understands UIs the 
same way humans do



Vision AI – the next generation of automation
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Intelligent object detection Self-healing execution Multi-skilled users
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But what does it mean to me?

Sounds great! You can build automation 
before a UI exists1

2

3

It doesn’t break when you 
update your app

It’s really…really… easy.
You can also train Vision AI
Natural language processing

4

Citrix? Customisations? Old 
Tech? No problem
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What if UI testing could happen in-sprint?
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Fast Automation
Automate in-sprint, before the 
UI even existsUnit API

UI

Speed
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AI test automation
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Test Sooner Test Smarter Test More
Vision AI keeps up with your 

application changes, regardless of 
the underlying platform, avoiding 
massive rework as the application 

evolves.

Create stable and resilient 
automation that works on 

virtual/remote applications (Citrix, 
VMware), or legacy/modern 

applications.

Allows teams to…

Shift testing left by 
automating tests based on 

mockups and use those 
same tests as the application 

evolves.

Extreme Shift Left Flexibility and 
Resilience

Scale Test Automation 
across the Enterprise



A comprehensive approach to AI test automation
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Vision AI

Self-healing AI Risk AI

Vision AI

• Deep learning to understand & drive visual interfaces 
the same way humans do

Self-healing AI

• Continue with an action when tests break (retry, resolve 
or use a different case)

Risk AI

• Predicting risk analytics of code changes and 
measuring code coverage



Where to go now ??

Check out these resources!

Whitepapers on AI:
tricentis.com/resources

About Vision AI:
tricentis.com/products/automate-continuous-testing-
tosca/vision-ai/ 

Try it! 
tricentis.com/software-testing-tool-trial-demo/

Ferrie Wolff
f.wolff@tricentis.com

Website

https://www.tricentis.com

Visit us at the booth! 
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“AI is making testing fun again”


